Collaborative Web Project

Evaluation Criteria
The professor will evaluate each group’s web site on its sociological sophistication, quality of writing for a general audience, visual appeal, and “usability” design features. Refer to the criteria checklist for details.

Each team will receive a group grade. The professor, however, reserves the right to lower the grade of any team member who does not adequately fulfill her/his group responsibilities or who is uncooperative, subversive, or non-participatory in the collective decision-making and writing process.

EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR WEB PROJECT
Student ____________________________
Country ______________________________

Sociological Content
_____ Diction is clear, effective, and appropriate for a global audience.
_____ All content explicitly relates to work-family nexus, not merely general country characteristics.
_____ Clearly describes purpose and limitations of website.
_____ Clearly summarizes historical and cultural context of work-family issues.
_____ Clearly identifies and describes major work-family issues.
_____ Clearly describes national work-family benefits and regulations.
_____ Clearly explains the national childcare system.
_____ Identifies and describes several national organizations and government agencies, with contact info.
_____ Annotated bibliography is well-written and comprehensive.
_____ Reasonable amount of high-quality academic references.
_____ Brief, relevant annotations for all outside links. _____ # outside links _____ map flag

Stylistic Presentation & Structure
_____ Pages are well coordinated, fitting into a coherent and integrated site; pages are not merely independent components linked together.
_____ Every team member has at least two of his/her own web pages.
_____ Each page focuses on a single, albeit sometimes complex, topic.
_____ The text reads as a unified voice across the different pages.
_____ Pages are about the right length (not too long, not too short).
_____ Clearly identifies authorship, date, and purpose on each page.
_____ Each page links to other pages in website AND “Work-Family Issues in Europe” home page.
_____ Visual display is appealing, easy to read, and has uniform layout across pages within site.
_____ Authors abide by the general principles of good web design and usability.
_____ Correct ASA citation/reference format.

Miscellaneous Issues
_____ Every team member turned in confidential evaluation form.
Interesting links to external web sites.
Extra perks.

Overall Comments
Country Grade: ____________
Your Grade: ____________